Non-Fiction Titles Being Published in February 2024

15-Minute Mandarin Chinese: Learn in Just 12 Weeks by DK Publishing
2020: One City, Seven People, and the Year Everything Changed by Eric Klinenberg
42 Reasons to Hate the Universe: (And One Reason Not To) by Chris Ferrie
Achilles Trap: Saddam Hussein, the C.I.A., and the Origins of America's Invasion of Iraq by Steve Coll
Beverly Hills Spy: The Double-Agent War Hero Who Helped Japan Attack Pearl Harbor by Ronald Drabkin
Big Meg: The Story of the Largest and Most Mysterious Predator That Ever Lived by Tim Flannery
Code Noir: Afro-Caribbean Stories and Recipes by Lelani Lewis
Combee: Harriet Tubman, the Combahee River Raid, and Black Freedom During the Civil War by Edda L. Fields-Black
Countdown: The Blinding Future of Nuclear Weapons by Sarah Scoles
Dead Weight: Essays on Hunger and Harm by Emmeline Clein
Desified: Delicious Recipes for Ramadan, Eid & Every Day by Zaynah Din
Earthly Materials: Journeys Through Our Bodies' Emissions, Excretions, and Disintegrations by Cutter Wood
Farm Table by Julius Roberts
Fast: The History, Science, Philosophy, and Promise of Doing Without by John Oakes
Freaks Came Out to Write: The Definitive History of the Village Voice, the Radical Paper That Changed American Culture by Tricia Romano
French Bakery Cookbook: Over 85 Authentic Recipes That Bring the Boulangerie Into Your Home by Kimberly Zerkel
Get the Picture: A Mind-Bending Journey Among the Inspired Artists and Obsessive Art Fiends Who Taught Me How to See by Bianca Bosker
Good Life: 15 Essential Habits for Living with Hope and Joy by Pope Francis
Great Wave: The Era of Radical Disruption and the Rise of the Outsider by Michiko Kakutani
Hammer: Power, Inequality, and the Struggle for the Soul of Labor by Hamilton Nolan
Indivisible: How to Forge Our Differences Into a Stronger Future by Denise Hamilton
Language City: The Fight to Preserve Endangered Mother Tongues in New York by Ross Perlin
Literary Theory for Robots: How Computers Learned to Write by Dennis Yi Tenen
Map of Future Ruins: On Borders and Belonging by Lauren Markham
Nasty Little War: The Western Intervention Into the Russian Civil War by Anna Reid
Never Not Working: Why the Always-On Culture Is Bad for Business--And How to Fix It by Malissa Clark
Other Significant Others: Reimagining Life with Friendship at the Center by Rhaina Cohen
Otter Country: An Unexpected Adventure in the Natural World by Miriam Darlington
Our Ancient Faith: Lincoln, Democracy, and the American Experiment by Allen C. Guelzo
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More Non-Fiction Titles Coming in February 2024

Pathway to Success: Letting God Lead You to a Life of Meaning and Purpose by Joyce Meyer
Pursuit of Happiness: How Classical Writers on Virtue Inspired the Lives of the Founders and Defined America by Jeffrey Rosen
Ramadan Cookbook: 80 Delicious Recipes Perfect for Ramadan, Eid, and Celebrating Throughout the Year by Anisa Karolia
Secret Life of Hidden Places: Concealed Rooms, Clandestine Passageways, and the Curious Minds That Made Them by Stefan Bachmann
Sentinel State: Surveillance and the Survival of Dictatorship in China by Minxin Pei
Sex You Want: A Shameless Journey to Deep Intimacy, Honest Pleasure, and a Life You Love by Rena Martine
Smoke and Ashes: Opium’s Hidden Histories by Amitav Ghosh
Sock Project: Colorful, Cool Socks to Knit and Show Off by Summer Lee
Stolen Wealth of Slavery: A Case for Reparations by David Montero
Thefts of the Mona Lisa: The Complete Story of the World’s Most Famous Artwork by Noah Charney
Ultimate Wildlife Habitat Garden: Attract and Support Birds, Bees, and Butterflies by Stacy Tornio
What’s My Tween Thinking?: Practical Child Psychology for Modern Parents by Tanith Carey
White Supremacy Is All Around: Notes from a Black Disabled Woman in a White World by Akilah Cadet

Biographies Being Published in February 2024

Alphabetical Diaries by Sheila Heti
American Dreamer: Life in a Divided Country by David Finkel
Brought Forth on This Continent: Abraham Lincoln and American Immigration by Harold Holzer
Dear Mom and Dad: A Letter about Family, Memory, and the America We Once Knew by Patti Davis
Dinner on Monster Island: Essays by Tania de Rozario
How to Live Free in a Dangerous World: A Decolonial Memoir by Shayla Lawson
I Heard Her Call My Name: A Memoir of Transition by Luc Sante
Kubrick: An Odyssey by Robert P. Kolker
My Side of the River: A Memoir by Elizabeth Camarillo Gutierrez
Private Equity: A Memoir by Carrie Sun
Sleepless: Unleashing the Subversive Power of the Night Self by Annabel Abbs-Streets
Ten Bridges I’ve Burnt: A Memoir in Verse by Brontez Purnell
True Believer: Hubert Humphrey’s Quest for a More Just America by James Traub
What Have We Here?: Portraits of a Life by Billy Dee Williams
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